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Licensing Inheritance : an integrated theory of neutralisation* John Harris University College London



1 Introduction If we compare the contrastive potential of different phonological contexts in any language, it usually does not take long to establish that the distributional spoils are unevenly divided. Each context typically displays its own subsystem of oppositions which may be bigger or smaller than those associated with other contexts (cf. Twaddell 1935). The traditional term  describes the relation between a defective subsystem and one that is distributionally better endowed. The failure of a position to sustain a particular contrast can manifest itself in one of two ways, as Trubetzkoy was among the first to point out (1939 : 209ff ). Under  , the phonetic interpretation of the position with respect to the relevant contrast is determined by the melodic content of an adjacent position. This type of pattern is evident in vowel harmony, where the quality of a harmonising vowel is wholly or partially dependent on that of the dominant vowel within the domain. It is also to be seen in the assimilative suspension of consonantal contrasts. For example, in coda–onset interludes consisting of full or partial geminates, the phonetic interpretation of one position is wholly or partially dependent on that of the other. R , on the other hand, refers to a situation in which restrictions on the melodic content of a position operate independently of contrasts in neighbouring positions. In vowel systems, for example, it is quite usual to find that the maximal inventory of oppositions is restricted to prosodically prominent nuclei, while shrunken subsystems of various shapes and sizes show up in weak positions. In its most extreme form, syncope, this results in a nuclear position being gutted of all melodic content. In the case of non-nuclear positions, contrastive potential can be curtailed by sonority sequencing constraints and by consonantal lenition processes which neutralise distinctions of manner (as in vocalisation and spirantisation) or place (as in debuccalisation). 315



316 John Harris Despite the apparent diversity of the contexts and segmental effects just reviewed, the fact that they all produce contractions in contrastive systems indicates that we are dealing with a unitary phenomenon. While the notion of system reduction helps sharpen the definition of what neutralisation is, it takes us only part of the way towards an understanding of why it occurs in the first place. For example, it offers little or no insight into the question of why certain phonological sites systematically favour neutralisation more than others – surely one of the cardinal issues confronting phonological theory. Most phonologists would probably agree that some underlying dimension of prosodic recessiveness is involved : that is, neutralisation targets weak positions within metrical or harmonic domains. However, the goal of providing a formal unification of the relevant contexts has proved somewhat elusive. Any account of neutralisation, if it is to be more than just a catalogue of phonological contexts and the segmental effects that occur there, should ideally integrate the three criteria in (1). (1) Desiderata for an integrated theory of phonological neutralisation a. unify the set of neutralising contexts, b. unify the set of segmental effects that occur in (a), and c. supply some necessary link between (a) and (b). Moreover, in line with the general move towards viewing phonological derivation as consisting in the parallel operation of output constraints rather than in the serial application of rewrite rules, we might impose the following additional requirement : the statements which make up an account of neutralisation should be expressible over phonological output. The main purpose of this article is to demonstrate that all of these goals are achievable. In recent years, the bulk of work on neutralisation has focused on its impact on consonantal systems (see the references below). The first part of this article is specifically concerned with challenging certain traditionally held assumptions about how this aspect of neutralisation should be accounted for. Nevertheless we should not lose sight of the fact that any general theory of neutralisation must also encompass the recurrent patterns of contraction that affect vowel systems. This issue is taken up in the last part of the article. The sites which individually or collectively promote a reduction in consonantal contrasts are traditionally described as (i) word-final, (ii) intervocalic and (iii) preconsonantal. According to a by now classic approach based on syllabic constituency, all three contexts can be subsumed under the coda. Underlying this view are the following assumptions : (i) a word-final consonant is syllabified in a coda ; (ii) the consonant of a VCV sequence can be captured into the coda of the first syllable ; and (iii) the preconsonantal context always corresponds to an internal coda–onset interlude. Below we will consider a number of reasons for rejecting this overall approach : it fails to account for the consistently extrarhymal behaviour of final consonants ; in subverting core syllabi-



Licensing Inheritance 317 fication, it leads to an unwarranted loosening of syllable theory ; and it ignores the fact that a significant proportion of alleged interludes contravene otherwise robust syllable-contact restrictions. I will present an alternative theory of neutralisation which bypasses constituency and goes straight to the heart of the grammatical function that subserves it, namely phonological licensing (see McCarthy 1979, Ito# 1986, Goldsmith 1989, 1990, Kaye et al. 1990, Harris 1994, Ito# et al. 1995 and others). The licensing principle requires of each prosodic or melodic unit in a representation that it be bound in some way to some other unit in order to receive phonetic interpretation. By invoking licensing in its various forms, we are able to unify the set of neutralising contexts (goal (1a)) without resorting to resyllabification or compromising the extrarhymal status of final consonants. Common to these sites is a configuration in which a position is a non-head at some level of prosodic structure. The unification of the melodic effects accompanying neutralisation (goal (1b)) can be most straightforwardly achieved within a privative model of segmental structure that is entirely free of segmental redundancy. This allows the contrastive potential of a syllabic position to be directly reflected in the degree of melodic complexity it is able to license. It also allows dynamic processes of consonantal lenition and vowel reduction to be uniformly represented as the suppression of melodic material. The goal of forging a link between the contexts and the segmental effects of neutralisation (1c) can be achieved by positing an intimate connection between the melodic and prosodic aspects of licensing. The fundamental notion to be developed here – L I – is that the ability of a syllabic position to license melodic material directly reflects its status within the prosodic hierarchy. Ceteris paribus, prosodic heads enjoy a greater degree of melodic licensing potential than nonheads. The asymmetry in the degree of licensing power invested in different positions, I will argue, percolates throughout the phonological hierarchy. Having non-head status at some level of prosodic structure compromises a position’s ability to license melodic material. The segmental effects of neutralisation can then be considered to result from the withholding of licensing from particular melodic units under certain prosodic conditions. § 2 features representative data on consonantal neutralisation and sets out the main reasons for rejecting the view that the contexts in which it occurs can be subsumed under the coda. § 3 reviews the mechanism of phonological licensing and introduces the principle of Licensing Inheritance. § 4 outlines a privative model of segmental structure that permits neutralisation to be uniformly expressed as a diminution in melodic complexity. § 5 shows how Licensing Inheritance accounts not only for the lenition effects that instantiate consonantal neutralisation but also for sonority-sequencing restrictions on consonant clusters. § 6 extends the treatment to vocalic reduction. § 7 summarises the main conclusions.
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2 Coda analyses of consonantal neutralisation 2.1 Braces and codas One of the earliest motivations for the habilitation of syllable structure into phonological representation stemmed from a dissatisfaction with the over-generating properties of brace notation in linear rewrite rules. Braces, employed as a formal means of conflating different environments within the same rule, suffered from a failure to evaluate a small set of recurrent combinations any more highly than an excessively large set of unattested combinations. The most frequently observed combination, the familiar conjunction oC, Fq (consonant or word boundary), is widely regarded as a prime site for consonantal neutralisation. It is now generally acknowledged to be a cryptic characterisation of a context more perspicuously identified in terms of syllable structure (see, for example, the arguments in Vennemann 1972). The assumption that soon gained ground, largely as a result of work by Kahn (1976), James Harris (1983) and others, was that the relevant syllabic context could be identified as the coda. (Adopting a widely held view, I assume that  does not label an independent constituent node but is simply an informal term for a postnuclear rhymal position.) This view continues to be widely held and has achieved the status of something approaching textbook orthodoxy (see, for instance, Roca 1994 : 134ff, Spencer 1996 : 174ff ). In what follows, I will use the term   as a general descriptive label for any type of segmental regularity, irrespective of whether it involves dynamic alternations or static distributional patterns or both. (This is in preference to theoretically loaded terms such as  or  or the procedurally loaded term .) The examples in (2) and (3) illustrate some of the best-known cases of neutralisation occurring in what was originally formulated as the oC, Fq context but which have subsequently been reinterpreted in coda terms. The examples in (2) are drawn from James Harris’s (1983) work on Spanish. Those in (3) crop up in many coda-based accounts (see for example Kahn 1976 and Halle & Idsardi 1997 on (3b)). (2) Spanish a. s-debuccalisation : [s] 4 [h] costa co[h]ta ‘ cost ’ despue! s de[h]pue! [h] ‘ afterwards ’ b. Liquid gliding (Cibaeng o Spanish) : [r l] 4 [y] revolver revo[y]ve[y] ‘ to turn over ’ papel pape[y] ‘ paper ’ algo a[y]go ‘ something ’ carta ca[y]ta ‘ document, card ’ c. Lateral depalatalisation : [/] 4 [l] be[/]o ‘ beautiful ’ be[l]dad ‘ beauty ’ donce[/]a ‘ lass ’ donce[l] ‘ lad ’



Licensing Inheritance 319 d. Nasal depalatalisation : [;] 4 [n] re[ ;]ir ‘ to quarrel ’ re[n]cilla ‘ quarrel () ’ desde[ ;]ar ‘ to disdain ’ desde! [n] ‘ disdain () ’ (3) a. l-vocalisation (Brazilian Portuguese) : [l] 4 [w] sal sa[w] ‘ salt () ’ sa[l]eiro ‘ salt cellar ’ salgar sa[w]gar ‘ to salt ’ papel pape[w] ‘ paper ’ pape[l]a4 o ‘ cardboard ’ falta fa[w]ta ‘ lack ’ b. r-vocalisation\loss (prototype non-rhotic English) carry ca[r]y carB carBd rain [r]ain fearB boarBd Additional examples of languages displaying more or less the same events include : l-vocalisation to [y] (Austrian German : Rennison 1981) ; lvocalisation to [w] (Serbo-Croat : Kenstowicz 1994 : 90, London English : Wells 1982 : 313ff ) ; r-vocalisation (German, Danish). Other events occurring in the same context will be discussed below. Some of the events in (2) and (3), such as vocalisation and sdebuccalisation, are traditionally described as weakenings or lenitions. That is, they involve historical developments of a type which, if allowed to proceed unchecked, can eventually culminate in segment deletion (Hyman 1975 : 165). Below I will show how all of them, and indeed all neutralisation effects, can be formally expressed as reductions in melodic complexity. Once the coda had become identified as a favourable environment for weakening, it was but a short step for researchers to reanalyse cases of consonantal neutralisation occurring in other contexts along the same lines. Besides the preconsonantal and word-final contexts exemplified in (2) and (3), a third favourable site for neutralisation is formed by a consonant flanked by vowels. The core syllabification of such sequences, it is generally agreed, must satisfy the requirement that onsets be maximised. However, according to one view, this basic configuration can be subverted in order to accommodate neutralisation. The context can be unified with others in which neutralisation occurs by moving the C of a core V.CV sequence into the coda of the first syllable. This device has been most widely appealed to in cases where the relevant string forms a trochaic foot : (4) Coda capture V.CV 4 VC.V\foot-internal Coda capture may be achieved with or without severing the consonant’s affiliation to the onset of the second syllable. (The ambisyllabic alternative is favoured by, for example, Kahn 1976 ; for the opposing view see, for instance, Selkirk 1982.) Examples of foot-internal phenomena in English which have been treated in terms of coda capture include those given in (5a) (Kahn 1976, Selkirk 1982) and (5b) (Borowsky 1986).



320 John Harris (5) Foot-internal a. Tapping : [t] 4 [m] pity pi[m]y metre me[m]re b. Defective h vehBicle prohBibı! tion



Foot-initial re[t]a! in bou[t]ı! que ve[h]ı! cular pro[h]ı! bit



(For further English examples analysed in these terms, see Gussenhoven 1986 and Wells 1990.) Tapping illustrates the typically neutralising nature of segmental effects in this context : the event results in a collapse of the distinction between [t] and [d]. Other languages displaying foot-internal intervocalic neutralisation of a type that is amenable to a coda-capturing analysis include Danish and Ibibio. As shown in (6a), original short plain plosives in Danish (still recorded in the orthography and evident in cognate languages such as Norwegian) have been subject to vocalisation and\or deletion in this context. ([\] here indicates a dental approximant. The glide reflex of historical g takes on the quality of the preceding vowel.) (6) Danish a. Foot-internal b. Foot-initial peber pe! [w]er ‘ pepper ’ bebude be[p]u! de ‘ to foretell ’ modig mo! [\]ig ‘ brave ’ bedyre be[t]y! re ‘ to proclaim ’ koge ko! [(w)]e ‘ to cook ’ igen i[k]e! n ‘ again ’ In Ibibio (Benue-Congo), [p t k] weaken to [ X r /] respectively in the same context (Urua 1990) ; see (7a).1 (7) Ibibio a. Foot-internal [diXe] ‘ hide oneself ’ cf. [dip] ‘ hide ’ [were] ‘ be written ’ cf. [wet] ‘ write ’ [f*/u] ‘ cover oneself ’ cf. [f*k] ‘ cover ’ b. Foot-initial [uta 
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